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Introduction

In many industrial areas, production facilities have reached a high level of

automation. Here, knowledge about the respective processes is crucial, e. g.,

targeting the topological structure of a plant, sequences of operator

notifications (alarms), and unexpected (critical) situations.

The analysis of (exceptional) sequential patterns is an important task for

obtaining insights into the process and for modeling predictive applications.

Our application context is given by (abstracted) alarm sequences in industrial

production plants in an Industry 4.0 context. Specifically, we consider the

analysis of the plant topology and anomaly detection in alarm logs. We

formulate the “reference behavior” collecting normal episodes as sequences

of normal situations.
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Process Model & Implementation

Starting with process data from a streaming data source (or historic data, e.g.,

as flat files). For different believe weights k the evidence scores are calculated

for the presented hypothesis. As upper and lower bounds the evidence scores

for the data are compared against itself. These are calculated for purely

random transitions as well. The evidence scores presented in an interactive

dashboard or can be embedded in an Operator Support System [3].
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Network visualization of exemplary transition matrices: Normal state (left) vs. Anomaly (right). The

nodes denote different plant units (weighted by their share of aggregated outgoing alarm

notifications) - and the edges in the example indicate sets of transitions that are normal or

abnormal, respectively.

Method

Following the DASHTrails [1] and the HypGraphs [2] approaches, we

model transition matrices given a probability distribution of certain

states. We assume a discrete set of such states Ω corresponding to the

nodes of a network (w.l.o.g.Ω = 1,… , 𝑛 , 𝑛 ∈ ℕ, Ω = 𝑛).

The three steps of the process are:

1. Modeling: Determine a transition model given the weighted network

using a transition modeling function 𝜏: Ω × Ω → ℝ. Transitions

between sequential states 𝑖, 𝑗 ∈ Ω are captured by a transition

matrix𝑀, i.e.,𝑚𝑖 ,𝑗 = 𝜏(𝑖, 𝑗)

2. Estimation: Apply HypTrails on the given transition matrix and the

respective hypotheses, and return the resulting evidence

3. Analysis: Present the results for semi-automatic introspection and

analysis, e.g., by visualizing the network as a Heatmap

Overview of the HYPGRAPHS modeling and analysis process. Based on the weighted network

graph a probabilistic matrix is build for each system state and apply HypTrails to calculate

evidence scores. In summary, we utilize Bayesian interference on a first-order Markov-Chain

model.

RapidMiner Server Dashboard showing evidence values for the hypothesis compared to a

randomized hypothesis

RapidMiner process performing the HypGraph calculation for different believe weights k
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